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Research Problem Findings

1. What are the most helpful relationships, settings, and resources that 
constitute a music learning network?

2. Do students with rich connections to people, settings, and resources in a 
music learning network exhibit more positive learning outcomes on average 
than those without these connections? If so, which relationships, settings, 
and resources are most strongly associated with higher levels of music 
learning? 

3. Do students whose interests, motivations, and goals are aligned with the 
resources available to them in their learning network exhibit more positive 
music learning outcomes than students whose interests and motivations are 
not in alignment with resources available to them? 

4. Are the music learning networks and music learning outcomes of low-SES 
students different on average from those of high-SES students, and if so, in 
what ways?

Music Learning Network Framework

Research Questions 

Future Directions

RQ1: Learning Network Descriptives and Key Components
• Student-driven music learning is understudied. There is limited 

understanding of the ways students engage musically in and across 
settings (formal and informal), interact with multiple supporters, and 
make use of resources and technologies available to them.

• There is a lack of research focused on low-income and historically 
marginalized music learners. Extant research shows achievement gaps in 
music, and fewer, often lower-quality music learning opportunities 
available to low-income and racial/ethnic minority students. 

• Better understanding the music learning and participation of 
adolescents—particularly historically marginalized students—will 
generate new knowledge to better support them.

Framing Literatures: Music Education, Learning Sciences, Multicultural Education, & Informal Learning. 

What Supporters Can Do to Promote Student Music Learning: The 11 F’s                                            
1. Freedom: create space and encourage learners to find their own voice and creative identity. 

2. Flexibility: adapt instruction to needs of the learner. 

3. Frameworks: offer structure and strategies for mastery of specific concepts, content, and 

performance abilities. 

4. Facilitation: nurture and stimulate the growth of a student’s music learning network by 

connecting students to peers, educators, performers, and others with congruent and energizing 

interests. 

5. Fire: embody and transmit passion and love for music to student.  

6. Feelings: provide emotional and affective support. 

7. Financial: provide monetary and in-kind support for instruments, lessons, and life needs. 

8. Focus: help student channel energy into music learning.  

9. Feedback: provide meaningful, timely feedback to foster student music learning. 

10. Frankness: be honest, be yourself with students. Relate meaningful personal experiences.  

11. Foster: to nurture, promote, and protect.  

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What Learners Can Do to Promote Their Own Music Learning: The 10 P’s                                          

1. Passion: develop and nurture a genuine love for music.  

2. Persevere: persist through ebbs and flows of personal energy level, self-doubt and self-

confidence, inspiration, hardship and good fortune.  

3. Project: cultivate and assert musical identity.  

4. Pledge: articulate an explicit commitment to the pursuit of music. 

5. Pattern: create and recreate rhythms of practice, study, performance, and other forms of musical 

engagement. 

6. Pathways: forge learning connections with supporters and integrate and maximize learning 

connections in and across settings.  

7. Pleasure: enjoy music personally and enjoy helping others.  

8. Personal reflection: record and listen critically to your own music.  

9. Peruse: explore new musical experiences and cultures—experiment, discover.  

10. Preserve: take care of yourself and keep music fun. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Six Dimensions of the Learning Network Framework
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Primary Outcome Measure: 
Student Music Learning Assessment

Music Learning Gaps

RQ2: Predictors of Music Learning Outcomes

RQ3: Does Alignment Support Learning?

RQ4: Inequalities in Music Learning Opportunities & Outcomes 
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Music Learning Networks for High School Research Sites 

Network Diagram Key: Shape=Student     Shape Color=Classroom
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Taxonomy of Fitted Regression Models Predicting Music Performance Ability Student Suggestions to Support Learning

Taxonomies of Fitted Ordered Probit Models Predicting Overall Helpfulness of Setting

+ p<.1, * p<.05, ** p<.01, *** p<.001 

Difference in Participation by Setting Difference in Skills Learned by Setting  

Difference in Overall Setting Quality 

Blue=High %
Red= Low %

Red= Large Difference
Green= Small Difference
Uncolored= Difference Not Statistically Significant

• Apply learning network framework to other subjects. 
• Explore how learning networks form and evolve over time.
• Investigate virtual learning networks and the use of networked 

technologies to promote learning.
• Examine group-level outcomes and network-structures. 
• Link findings to students’ social-emotional 

and academic outcomes.  

• Design future research to support causal inference and to 
expand external validity to other populations. 

• Further develop music learning measures and minimize use 
of self-reports.

• Collect data from non-musicians and expand research to 
include teachers, family members, and other supporters.  

Newton Academy  Thoreau High School

Miles Davis High School Learning Network Statistics by Research Site

Source: 2008 National Assessment of Educational Progress 


